Action categories and their sample counts in Babel 120

- Walk
- Stand
- Hand movements
- Turn
- Arm movements
- T pose
- Step
- Backwards movement
- Raising body part
- Look
- Interact with/use object
- Leg movements
- Forward movement
- Circular movement
- Stretch
- Jump
- Touching body part
- Sit
- Place something
- Take/pick something up
- Run
- Bend
- Throw
- Foot movements
- A pose
- Stand up
- Lowering body part
- Sideways movement
- Move up/down incline
- Action with ball
- Kick
- Gesture
- Head movements
- Jog
- Waist movements
- Lift something
- Knee movement
- Wave
- Move something
- Swing body part
- Catch
- Dance
- Lean
- Greet
- Poses
- Touching face
- Sports move
- Exercise/training
- Clean something
- Punch
- Squat
- Scratch
- Hop
- Play sport
- Stumble
- Crossing limbs
- Perform
- Martial art
- Balance
- Kneel
- Shake
- Grab body part
- Clap
- Crouch
- Spin
- Upper body movements
- Knock
- Adjust
- Crawl
- Twist
- Move back to original position
- Bow
- Hit
- Touch ground
- Shoulder movements
- Telephone call
- Grab person
- Play instrument
- Tap
- Shuffle
- Lunge
- Communicate (vocalise)
- Jumping jacks
- Rub
- Spread
- Skip
- Rolling movement
- Jump rope
- Play catch
- Drink
- Evade
- Support
- Point
- Side to side movement
- Stop
- Protect
- Wrist movements
- Stances
- Wait
- Misc. abstract action
- Golf
- Move misc. body part
- Get injured
- Sudden movement
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# samples per action category in Babel 120